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TO NORMAN LEVINSON WHO INTRODUCED ME TO THE THEORY OF 
PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
A general method for concocting relaxation schemes for solving steady state 
boundary value problems is suggested by the method of multipliers. Its application 
to a problem in mixed equations is discussed. 
When the Dirichlet problem for the Poisson equation, Au =f  is 
solved numerically through successive overrelaxation each iteration 
may be regarded as action in a "time" variable t. Then the solution u 
is the steady state that the solution w of 
(a . Aw)~ + w~ = Aw - - f  
approaches as t --~ oo. The components of the vector a are the relaxation 
constants. If the equation is dissipative all transients are damped out 
and a stable difference scheme leads automatically to a numerical solution 
of the Poisson equation. This is described by Garabedian [1] and best 
constants are determined. 
Here we shall show in a similar way how solutions of other boundary 
value problems may be found as the ultimate steady states of time- 
dependent partial differential equations with initial boundary data. 
The object is to concoct a useful iteration (relaxation) scheme for a 
given boundary value problem through a time-dependent problem. 
The latter must be chosen so that it leads to a well-posed initial value 
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problem that (a) can be solved by a stable difference scheme and (b) 
approaches a steady state for large times. Lesser but important objectives 
are to have an equation whose difference scheme is economical in the 
use of memory and whose stability and convergence does not require 
too many steps in time. 
1. CHOICE OF THE TIME-DEPENDENT EQUATION 
Let u be a solution of 
~u = f in 2, (1) 
where £¢ is a linear partial differential operator of arbitrary order in 
n space variables xi . Suppose u satisfies the boundary conditions 
.~u =g on cog. (2) 
Suppose furthermore that there exists an operator ~ such that if 
~v = 0 on ag then the scalar product integrated over d', (~q~v, ~v) ,  
satisfies 
(~v, ~v) ~ --k(~v, ~v), (3) 
where k > 0. 
In the case where ~o, ~ form a self-adjoint problem, if # exists 
there will be, in some appropriate Hilbert space, a weak solution of 
~°u = f,  ~u  = g. It is clearly unique if it is strong by (3) and if 
g~v = O, 2v  = O ~ v = O. (4) 
In general, the adjoint problem has a solution. 
Operators have been found for many boundary-value problems either 
in the process of establishing existence and uniqueness by a priori 
estimates or for special estimates (see, for example, [2-6]). 
As a time-dependent problem consider 
(a/at)(b~w) = .~w - f (5) 
with the boundary condition 
.~w = g. (6) 
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Here b is a bounded nonnegative scalar independent of t. Suppose 
w ~ w o at t = 0 .  
THEOREM. I f  W satisfies (5) and (6) then w --+ u as t -+ 0% where u is 
the solution of  (1) and (2) and 
(b~(w -- u), ~(w -- u)) ~ Ke -it, 
where K depends on w o , b, and l depends on b. 
Proof. Let a /at = 4. By (5) 
(a/at)(b~¢, g¢)=- 2(~¢, PC). 
By (6), ~¢ = 0 on 3d ~ and hence by (3) 
3 --2k ~¢) 
~t supo  
or  
(b~¢, ~¢) ~ (b~¢, ~¢)t=o exp(--2k/sup b)t. Q.E,D. 
This theorem suggests that where an operator ~ is known to have 
the property (3) the solution of (1) and (2) should be found by solving (5) 
in time. These are not necessarily standard equations but the inequality 
of the theorem can be used to establish existence. 
As a very simple example consider the Trieomi equation 
yu~ + uv~ = f (IT) 
in the rectangle 0~x~l ,  --1 ~y~l .  On the boundary, the 
conditions are 
u =0 on  x =0,  y - -  1, y =- -1 .  
u x=0 on x= 1 ,y>0,  (2T) 
ux=0 on  x ~--- 0,  y < 0.  
This is a well-posed problem for: 
The Cauchy problem with initial data on x = 0, --1 ~ y ~ 0 and 
Dirichlet data on y = --1 determines the solution uniquely up to the 
characteristic x = ~l --Y ]a/2. 
Then the Tricomi problem (data on the elliptic boundary of the 
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rectangle and the characteristic x-----§[--y 13/2) yields a well-posed 
problem for the region, 
§ I --Y [a/2 ~< x ~< 1 - -  ~ I --Y L 3/2, 0 ~ x ~ 1, y > - -1 .  
Finally, a Goursat problem (data on two characteristics and a timelike 
boundary) yields a well-posed problem for the remaining region. 
The uniqueness alone can be shown by observing that with ~ = ~/~x, 
= y(~2/~x~)(~2/~y2), we have 
2(~v, £av) = ~0e (YVx~ --  %'~) dy - -  2v~v~ dx 
and the boundary conditions show that the line integral is negative 
unless v = ~v/On = 0 on the boundary. This is not quite condition (3) 
but it is good enough to obtain uniqueness. 
It is also good enough that the solutions of 
bw~, = yw~ + w~ (5T) 
with the same boundary conditions decay although k = 0 in the theorem. 
We shall show later how to difference this scheme and obtain decay 
and convergence properties. 
Exponential decay to the steady state can be achieved using 
Pw = (1 + Ex) w x + Ep(y) w v and the time dependent equation is 
(1 + ex) wxt + Ep(y) w~, = ywx, + w~v - -  f ,  
where p(y)  ,~y  for y ~ O, p (y )  = 0 for y ~ 0 and e is the coefficient 
of the relaxation scheme. 
2. RELAXATION DIFFERENCE SCHEME 
The simplest iteration scheme that corresponds to  (5) will be, with 
+ indicating new value, 
b(PW) + --  b(PW) = At (LW-  F). (7) 
Here W, F are mesh-valued functions, P and L appropriate difference 
operators representing ~,  ~:  W satisfies QW = G on the boundary 
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with Q representing .~: We require that bP be invertible under the 
boundary condition. 
If we have, corresponding to (3), with/~ a definite matrix, 
(bLW. PW) = ~ (bI~PW. PW) (s) 
for Q W = 0 on the boundary, (7) is conditionally stable for A t sufficiently 
small. But such schemes are very hard to achieve and very complicated 
except in special casesl 
However, suppose we have one. Then the prescribed iteration is 
conditionally stable as solutions grow as 1 q- O(At). Let ~Vj.~  represent 
a real disturbance in the iteration scheme (7), where n represents time 
level and j all the space levels. Then if the system is homogeneous, 
(~ -- 1) b~P 3Vj = AtL 3V~ (9) 
or  
(~-- 1) Z (bjP 3Va . P 3Vj) -= At ~, (L 3V~ . P 3Vj). 
Hence one sees by (8) and b/> 0, 
]~- - I [~KAt ,  
where K bounds K. If ~ and ~ are of order 1 and p in space so that 
K = O(h -z+p) with h the largest mesh size we need 
At = O(h~-m). 
Friedrichs [2] has such a difference scheme for the Tricomi operator, 
equivalent to the operator in (IT), 
The proposed difference operator is complicated and was implemented 
only for very restricted boundaries [8]. 
In the simple boundary value problem of Section 1 for the Trieomi 
equation we shall use a difference scheme that is implicit, achieves (8) 
and in addition has good convergence properties. Before we can choose 
the scheme we need to determine if the initial-boundary value problem 
is well posed. 
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3. THE WELL-POSEDNESS OF SECOND.ORDER PROBLEMS 
As in [1] consider the differential equation 
atwi t  : b i~wi j  , 
where w is a Scalar, w i = grad w, etc., and the coefficients are constant. 
First we note that w(t) is always a solution and hence t = const is a 
characteristic surface. It is, therefore, also a characteristic surface for 
any equation with variable coefficients independent of t and the same 
leading part. Thus one datum w should be given at t = 0 in the initial 
value problem. 
To put the equation in canonical form we introduce the change of 
coordinates .r = t + Qx i , ~ = x and the equation becomes 
aicigg.r, r = b i f i v i j  
with a = (b+br )c .  Or setting B = (b -?br )  -t 
(Ba, a) w,, = 2V(b Vw). 
In the elliptic case bij > O, (Ba, a) >/O, the time equation is hyperbolic 
and time is given by ~- = t q- l(a, Bx). 
I f  b is indefinite the resulting equation is not necessarily hyperbolic 
except in the case of two space variables. In that case, suppose w.l.o.g. 
bij = 0 for i ~ j and b~2 > 0. Depending on the sign of (Ba, a) either 
the x 1 or x~ direction becomes the direction of "t ime" that makes the 
equation hyperbolic. 
In the example of Section 1 we find, if we take a ~--(1, 0), that 
bl l  = x 2 ~--- y ,  b22 ~ 1, (Ba, a) = y-1. Hence the equation becomes 
½y-aw u = yw~ + w~u 
and "x" becomes the direction of time for y ~< 0. This suggests that 
for y <~ 0 one should solve the equation yWxx + wvu = 0 from left to 
right using a standard stable scheme on the interior of the region y ~< 0. 
We might also, quite consistently, consider wu = ywx~-t -wu  and 
then "y"  becomes the "time." 
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4 .  EXAMPLE FOR TRICOMI EQUATION 
In this section we construct a difference scheme for (5T). Let W be 
the approximation on the obvious rectangular mesh of (J  + 1)(2N + 1) 
mesh points, ( J  + 1)N above the x-axis, (J + 1)N below and J + 1 on 
the axis. Let the mesh width in the x direction be Ax, in the y direction 
Ay. Thus at any stage of the iteration 
W = W(j,  n), j = 0,..., J; n = - -N  ..... 0 .... + N. 
Let X represent shift right in x, Y shift up in y, and T shift forward 
in time. Obtain the difference scheme through replacing 
bw~, by A(dx) -~ (X -  X -~) (T -  1)W, 
yw,x by (Ax) -~ y (X  --  2 -{- X-~)W, 
w~u by ½~(Ax) -2 (X  + X-~) (Y - -  2 -t- Y-1)W, 
where ;~ = 2b Ax/At,  ~t = (Ax)~/(Ay) ~. The new values of Ware then TW.  
We need only consider the homogeneous problem for decay and 
stability and thus we have 
A(T -  1 ) (X-  X -a) W(j, n) (10) 
~- (y(X -- 2 + X -1) + ½1~(X + X- I ) (Y  -- 2 + Y-1))(T + 1) W(j, n). 
The boundary conditions we satisfy in difference form are at all 
iteration steps, 
w(o,  ,0 = o, w( J ,  n) = w( J  - 1, n), 
w( j ,  iv) = w( j ,  - -N)  = O, 
W(1, n) = O, 
n -O , . . . ,N ,  
j =O, . . . ,N,  
n=O,  1 ..... --N. 
(11) 
This leaves to be determined the appropriate number of relations 
between (N-  1 ) (M-  1) elliptic points, (N -  2) parabolic points, and 
(N- -  1)(M--  1) hyperbolic points. These relationships are found in 
the following way. We shall show that for an appropriate choice of/~, A 
we have stability. 
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Multiply through by (X -- X -1) M(j ,  n) in imitation of the uniqueness 
theorem in Section 1 with M = (T + 1)W. Add, noting 
(X - -  X-1)P = (X - -  1 + 1- -  X- I )P 
(Y  -- 2 + Y-~)P .Q = (Y  - 1)((1 - g-a)p .Q) _ (y _ 1)P- (Y - 1)Q. 
Thus with the sum on interior values of W and M 
A(T - -  1) ~., ](X -- X -a) W( j ,  n)] 2 
= Z "~y ( l (X - 1)M( j ,  ,~)J~ - -  J(1 - -  2 ; -0  M( j ,  n)l ~) 
- -  ½/~ Y. (] X(Y  - -  1) M( j ,  n)] 2 - -  X -~(Y  - -  1) M( j ,  n)J z) 
- -  (Y  - -  1)(~2 (1 - -  Y-~)(X + X -~) M( j ,  n) • (X  - -  X -~) M( j ,  n)). 
Using the contraction in the sums, and (Y --  1)M ~--- R: 
A(T -- l) Z ](X -- X -~) W(j, n)l 2 
= nay Z ](X -- 1) M(J  -- 1, n)J ~ -- ](1 -- X -~) M(1, n)] 2 
- -  ½/~ Z [I R(J, n)l 2 -- I R(O, n)? 
@ IR( J - -  1, n)l z -  IR(l,n)] 2] 
- -  Z (1 - -  Y-~)(X + X -~) M(j ,  N) . (X -- X -~) M(j ,  N) 
+ ~. (1 -- Y ~)(X + X -~) M(j ,  - -N  + 1) • (X -- X -~) M(j ,  - -N)  
Insert boundary condition (11) and find 
~(T  - -  1) Z I(X - -  X-~) W( j ,  n)l 2 
n>0 
= ~ ( - -nAy[M(1,  n)l 2+½~]R(1,n) ]  2)+ ~ nAy l (X - -  1) M( J - -  1, n)12 
n>O n<O 
- ½~ ~ (L R(Z  n)l ~ + ] R ( J  - -  1, n)l~). 
Thus if 2/z < Ay and if the system is invertible we conclude that T is 
in some sense a contraction operator. This means Ax = O((Ay)8/z) or 
that the mesh sizes would be the same in canonical coordinates. 
It remains to show that the system can be solved for TW. First, we 
have the same number of equations as unknowns. Second, T involves 
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inverting a matrix in which A is an arbitrary parameter and we consider 
the limiting relation as A--* oo: 
(T - - I ) (X - -X  -1) W{j,n) =0 for n>~O 
0 = (T + 1)[(nAy)(X -- 2 + X -x) + ½1x(X + X-~)(Y -- 2 + y4)] W(j, n) 
for n < O, 
coupled with (11). This system can be solved by solving for n >/0 first. 
Then for n < 0 we solve for TX(Y  -- 2 -4- Y-1)W and this is clearly 
invertible using (11) since W is known on n -- 0. Thus by choosing )~ 
sufficiently large, At/dx ~ 1, we can solve the original system for TW. 
Returning to the last sum we see that (T q -1 )W( j ,  n)--* 0 for 
j = 1, and j  = J -  1 and the same argument as above shows W--* 0 
with the number of iterations. The nature of the solution for the full 
equations is discussed in [9]. 
5. ELLIPTIC PROBLEMS 
The iterative relaxation schemes proposed in Section 3 are not neces- 
sary for elliptic self-adjoint problems by the following argument. 
Suppose 
L - -~x  j bij-~-x~ +b,  b~O,  bij~O~ 
and take 
P = (1 - a , (e /~x , ) ) .  
The standard hyperbolic estimate is obtained from multiplying the 
differential equation by wt, integrating, and using, say, Dirichlet 
boundary conditions to obtain 
1 b 
1 a.)w?ldxr+fffw, Idx[. 
Thus if 1 +½ai i  > 0 solutions of the homogeneous problem decay 
exponentially and it follows that the steady state is approached. 
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For the Neumann problem we need also ~a/~n --  O. These are the 
conditions of say a Gauss-Seidel iteration and in fact a~ can be chosen 
to improve the rate of decay. Thus the operators ~ given by Theorem 1 
are appropriate only for non-self-adjoint elliptic problems. Here in fact 
there are open problems for computation i  many cases where it is not 
clear how to start a relaxation scheme. 
Remarks on Nonl inear Problems. The same principles hold for 
nonlinear equations. Thus with #,  &o, ~ nonlinear, set 
(~w) ,  = ~,ew - -  f in 8 ~, ~w = g on ~o ~
and require the Frechet derivatives ~, ~,  ~ to satisfy 
(~w, ~w) ~< -k(~w, ~w) 
for all w with ~w = 0 on the boundary. This is a condition on the 
linearized differential operators and again operators with these properties 
are known. However, ~ is not so clearly reconstructible. It is possible 
in certain cases of two-dimensional irrotational flow to find both 
and ~. However, the coefficients in the operators atisfy elliptic differen- 
tial equations at each time level and hence this is an impractical method 
of computing a flow. In practice the operator ~ is found by requiring 
local stability and a smooth transition where o~°(w) changes type (see [7]). 
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